The author builds an undecidable model of integers with certain relations and operations in the rings of ^-integers of algebraic function fields in one variable over fields of constants of positive characteristic, in order to show that Hubert's Tenth Problem has no solution there.
Introduction
Hubert's Tenth Problem can be phrased as the following question: Is there an algorithm to determine, given an integer polynomial equation f(xx, ... , x") = 0, whether this equation has integer solutions? This question was answered negatively by M. Davis, J. Robinson, H. Putnam, and Y. Matijasevich. (See [1] .) An analogous question can be asked of algebraic number fields, various polynomial rings and rings of algebraic functions. One way to resolve the problem negatively would be to construct a model of integers with certain operations and relations which would make the positive existential theory of that model undecidable, and to show that if Hubert's Tenth Problem had solution in the ring under consideration, the constructed model would also become decidable.
J. Denef carried through such a construction in the polynomial rings of positive characteristic. (See [2] .) The present paper extends this construction to the rings of 5-integers of algebraic function fields in one variable over fields of constants of positive characteristic.
First we need to define a certain relation on rational integers which will be used in the construction of the above-mentioned undecidable model.
In other words there is no uniform algorithm to tell whether there are solutions in rational integers to the following: n f\F¡(ax, ... ,ak) \p Gi(ax, ... , ak)
. 1=1 and ' m l\Hi(bx,...,bj)\Kl(bx, ,...,bj) , .¡=i where F¡, G¡, H¿, K¡ are polynomials of degree 1 or less and /\"=1 is a finite conjunction.
It is not hard to show that if the quotient field of the ring under consideration is not algebraically closed, expressions like " h(xx, ... , xn) = 0 AND g(y\.ym) = 0* and "h(xx,..., x") = 0 OR g(yx,..., ym) = 0" can be substituted by a single polynomial equation. (See [1] .) Therefore, to resolve Hubert's Tenth Problem it is enough to show that there is no algorithm to determine whether a finite system of polynomial equations with coefficients in the ring has solutions in the ring. We will use the following terminology. Given an algebraic function field K of finite degree, an element f of K and a valuation p of K we will say that "/ has a zero at p " if ordp/ > 0, "/ has a pole at p " if ordp f < 0, and " / is a unit of p " if ordp / = 0.
Pell equations in the rings of characteristic p > 2
The Pell equation v2 -dt2 -1 plays a very important role in the proofs presented in this paper. In this section we will investigate the properties of the Pell equation in the rings of characteristic p > 2.
Definition 2.1. Let K be an algebraic function field, S a finite set of its valuations of size n . Then define a ring of S-integers Ok,s C K to be the ring 0KyS = {x£K, V/z £ Sordpx>0}.
In other words, Ok s is the ring of all the elements of K which have no poles outside 5. Proof. Suppose x-dx/2y £ HK,d,s and x-dxl2y is a constant. x2-dy2= 1 implies that x + dx/2y = (x-dxl2y)~x is also a constant and, therefore, 2dxl2y is a constant too. If v is not 0, this signifies that d is a unit and we get a contradiction with out assumption on d . Therefore y -0 and x = ± 1. Additionally, if d = a2 -1 and xx -a and yx = 1, then (2.7) a-\\xm-\. Proof. The proof easily follows from the fact that HK,d,s is a group (by Lemma 2.1), and from the binomial theorem. Lemma 2.4. Let w be an element of 0K,s such that ordPj w ^ 0 for all p¡ £ S. Then if H(T) is a polynomial in T over the field of constants of K, such that H(T) ^ cTk for any k £ N and any constant c, H(w) is not a unit of Ok,s ■ Proof. Let H(w) = Y!¡=oa>w' > an<^ let i, 0 < i < n, be the smallest index such that a, ^ 0. Since it is enough to show that a factor of H(w) is not a unit, we can divide by w' and consider the resulting polynomial of degree at least 1. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that ao is not 0. In this case H(w) will share with w all of its poles and none of its zeros. Therefore, none of the zeros of H(w) can come from the valuations of S. Since H(w) is not constant, that fact implies that H(w) must have a zero outside S and, therefore, cannot be a unit of Ok,s ■ Lemma 2.5. Suppose w is as described in Lemma 2.4 and let F(T), G(T) be separable polynomials over the field of constants of K. Then F(w)\G(w) in Ok,s implies F(T) \ G(T) as polynomials.
Note. If F(T), G(T) have their coefficients in some finite field, then the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, since any extension of a finite field is separable.
Proof. Extend the field of constants by adding the roots of F(T) and G(T).
Over that extended field we will have (2.8)
where ax, ... , am, bx, ... , bk are algebraic over the field of constants of K. Let E = K(ax, ... ,bk) and let W be the set of all valuations extending valuations of S in E. Then E is separable over K and Oe , w is the integral closure of Ok,s m E. By our assumptions, ordP/ w ^ 0, V//¡ 6 S and, hence, ord9i w ^ 0, Ví7¡e W. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 applied to E, w -a¡, i = I, ... , m, is not a unit of Oe,v for a¡ a constant of Oe,v • The same, of course, applies to w -b¡, i = I, ... , k . Moreover, if a , b are constants of E, w -a and w -b cannot share any zeros unless a = b. Hence, if F(w) = (w -ax)---(w -am) | G(w) = (w -bx) ■ ■ ■ (w -bk) for any factor w -a, of F(w), we must have b¡ = a¡ for some j. It is also clear that the multiplicity of terms on the right must be at least as big as multiplicity on the left. Hence, F(T) \ G(T) as polynomials. Q.E.D. Lemma 2.6 . Let w be as in the previous lemmas with the added condition that ordPi w is odd positive for i = I, ... , n and negative for i = 1. Let d = s2 -1, where s = w + 1 and let xx = s, yx = 1. Then the following statements are true.
1-xm,ym are polynomials in s (and in w) over the field of constants with deg(xw) = \m\ and deg(>>m) = \m\ -1. 2. yk | y m =>■ k I m.
Proof. First of all, we have to show that d is not a square of K. Indeed, d -s2-\ = w(w+2), ordp. d = ordp, tt>+ordA(ti/+2) = ordPi w = odd integer, for i = 2, ... , n . So, assuming S contains more than one valuation, d is not a square. If S has only one valuation then d is not a square for the following reason. First of all, in this case the only invertible elements of Ok,s are the constants. Secondly, if d is a square, then s2 -1 = f2, (s -f)(s + f) = 1. Hence, s±f must be a constant. Then 5 must be a constant. This is impossible, however, because by our assumption 5 has a pole at px .
We now proceed with the proof of the first assertion. Noting that X-m -xm and y-m = -ym , we can assume m > 0. Then by the binomial theorem (2.10) Xm= y,
The highest power of 5 in each term is m, the coefficient corresponding to that term is 2m_1 (it is the sum of either odd-or even-numbered binomial coefficients) which is not 0 since the characteristic is assumed to be different from 2. On the other hand
Here the highest power of s in every term is m -1 and the coefficient corresponding to that power is also 2m~x (this is the other half of the sum of the binomial coefficients). Hence, as before, it is not 0. Since xm(s) -xm(w + 1), ym(s) = ym(w + 1), the degrees of xm and ym as polynomials in w are the same as their degrees as polynomials in s .
To prove the second assertion, we will start with showing that if 0 < k < m , ym(s) = ym(w + 1) cannot divide yk(s) = yk(w + 1) in Ok,s unless k -0. where k is the exponent of the highest power of /?, dividing p¡. Since ordA(s2 -1 ) is odd for i = 2, ... , n we must conclude from the above equalities that k = 2, that is, p¡'s are ramified for i = 2, ... , n . Consider now an element e = x-dxl2y = (x + dx/2y)~x £HK,d,s-Let ß be a valuation of M = K(dxl2) such that ord^ s > 0 (< 0). Then ord^ e~x < 0 (> 0). So ord^ie + e_1) < 0, i.e. ord^ x < 0. Therefore, all of the poles and zeros of e must come from the valuations extending valuations from S. On the other hand, e is of norm 1, and so its zeros and poles cannot correspond to valuations which either do not split or are completely ramified in M. Indeed, if ß, a valuation of M, is the only valuation lying above p, a valuation of K, and e is not a unit at ß , then Nm/k(£) is not a unit at p. Hence, px, the only valuation of S which is not necessarily totally ramified in M, must split in M into ßxx and ßx2 which would generate zeros and poles for e. Since the degree of zeros must be equal to the degree of poles we must also have ord/?11e = -ord/,12e.
Consider now a homomorphism from HK,d,s into Z:
e-^ord^e. Carrying out the same argument as above we will arrive at x2 = ((25-l)±l)/2, 5 = x2 or (5 -1 ) = x2. That is, 5 -1 or 5 is a unit, which is again impossible by our assumptions on w = s -I .
This is impossible, since s2 -1 = w(w + 2) is not a unit. On the other hand,
is impossible for the same reason.
By Lemma 2.6, if s -(s2 -l)x'2 and (25 -1) -y/(2s-l)2 -1 do not generate HK,d,s and Hk,d,s, respectively, they must be either /zth or 2nd powers of some other units of the respective quadratic extensions of K. Since it is impossible, they must generate the groups. Lemma 2.9. Let G(T) be a polynomial over the field of constants of K, and assume G(s) = 0 for some nonconstant element s of K. Then G(T) = 0 as a polynomial.
Proof. If G(T) is not identically zero as a polynomial then 5 is algebraic over the field of constants and, therefore, is a constant itself. This would contradict our assumption on s.
In case S contains only one valuation the situation is simpler than in the case of bigger S. Next we will show that e = s -(s2 -\)xl2 is the generator mod {±1}. Suppose e = tom for some to £ HK,d,s » that is e = (x2 -(s -\)xl2y)m . From Lemma 2.3, y | 1 and either x | 1 or x \ s, depending on whether m is odd or even. As has been mentioned before, Ok s has no other units but constants. Hence y is a constant. Since x2 -(s2 -1 )y2 = 1, x is not a constant, otherwise 52 -1 is a constant, and therefore m is odd, whereas x \ s. Then, however, we have Next we show that Aq_x -0. Returning to the definition of x^(5) we see that
The only powers of s which appear in xq(s) with possible nonzero coefficients are of the form g-even number and q-\ is not among them. Hence, Aq_x = 0 and, therefore, from the above, q2q~xAq -0. Aq is not zero since q > 0, and xq(s) is a polynomial of degree q in 5 by Lemma 2.7. Moreover, no power of 2 is zero mod p . Hence, q must be zero mod p . This contradicts our assumption, and so q = 1. Now, (2.25) iV(25 -1) = i(2'V* -1) = xpk(s) -\ .
Hence, the only possible choice of signs on both sides is "+".
Lemma 2.12. Suppose w £ Ok,s is not a unit and, if S contains more than one valuation, assume additionally that w has the following properties.
1. ordP/ w is positive odd for i -2, ... , m.
2. ordPl w is -2jpk where j, k > 0. Let s = w + 1. (We will say that s satisfies lipth-power conditions.'") Then for any f £ Ok,s the equations Lemma 3.1. Let K, S be defined as before. Then the set of constants of K is Diophantine over Ok,s ■ Proof. If Ok,s contains only finitely many constants we are done. So assume that Ok,s has infinitely many constants. Let |5| = n ; then 0K,s must have a constant of an order bigger than zz + 1. (Otherwise all the constants of K are contained in a finite field of the size pk > n + 1.) So let t be such a constant, and consider the following system of equations:
We will show that this system of equations has solutions j, xx, ... , x"+x in Ok, s if and only if j is a constant. So suppose this system is satisfied in Ok ,s ■ If j is not a constant then j + t' is also not a constant for i -1, ... , n + 1 and, therefore, each of these elements, being a nonconstant unit of Ok,s, must have a zero at a valuation of S. But S contains only zz valuations, so at least two of the above mentioned elements, j + t' and j + tk , i ^ k, must share a zero at some valuation p of s. Therefore, the (3.2) ordptr"-^) >0.
On the other hand, t is a constant, and the only way (3.2) is going to hold is for t'' -tk = 0. This equality cannot hold, however, since 0 < i, k < n+l and order of t is, by assumption, bigger than n + 1 . Therefore, our supposition that j was not a constant is false. Conversely, if j is a constant different from -z" , 1 < i < n + 1, j + tk is a nonzero constant for any integer 1 < k < n + 1, and therefore it is invertible in Ok,s- = pz ordp, w2 = 2j + \, j £ N, z = 3,...,« .
Since T is integral at all the other valuations of K, r + 1 = T(w, z) + 1 satisfies the "//th-power conditions." Lemma 3.5. Let 5i = u/i + 1, s2 = w2 + 1, X = xm(sx ) be defined as before, let U £ 0K,s be given, and let zx £ z(l) and Tx = T(\, zx) be fixed. The primality condition in (3.18) establishes the inequality for exponents in the other direction and implies that the equality must hold. The equality allows us to rewrite the expression for Y : Given, the expressions for / and u, we can obtain a new expression for R which also implies an inequality on the exponents: ,3.20..) R.L=l+(R.£=*-l.,Sr). u-\ y s\ -1 w\ )
We can interpret (3.21) as a divisibility condition in Ok,s ■ That divisibility condition will imply that xm(sx) = xm(wx + 1), a polynomial in wx of degree m over Zp , divides wp ~p -1, a polynomial of degree p" -p1 in wx over the Zp . Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, m < pr -px <pr<pk that is, (3.21.*) Xw = R-l^(X\ w(-p' -1, m<pr <pk).
Using, again, the already obtained expression for g, we can derive a new expression for T and ascertain that T = T(m, k) with zc e z(m). T = (g -\)((g -\)X + 1) PPE(G,T+l,Gx,G2)
From (3.24) we obtain an expression for H in terms of g, using the fact that g satisfies the "//th-power conditions" by Lemma 3.4.
(3.24.*) PPE(//, g,Hx,H2)^(H = gp>).
Next from (3.25) we will obtain a new expression for Z together with the inequality on the exponents. As in the case of implication (3.18.*), the primality condition (3.26) gives us an inequality on exponents in the opposite direction, and, ultimately, assures that exponents i and j are equal. That fact, in turn, gives us a simplified expression for Z .
(3.26.*) (Z, w2) = 1 => (Z = ((g -l)X+l)p',i = j).
Ultimately, given the derived expressions for Z and H, we obtain the required expression for U.
(3.27.*) U^^~^(U = X"').
Conversely, suppose U = Xp' = xm(sx)p' is given and zx £ z(l) and Tx = T(l, zx) are fixed. We will show how equations and conditions (3.14)-(3.27) can be satisfied in 0K,s-First of all, we will note that (X, wx) = 1 and therefore, by Lemma 3. Let di = deg(<7,). Then under our assumptions on m and by the above-stated corollary to the Riemann-Roch theorem, we now have (3.35) l(iiXi) = 2m'dx-aldi-g+l, (3.36) l(iX2i) = 2m'di-(ai + l)di-g+l, (3.37) l(iXUj) = 2m> dx -a¡ d,■■ -d}■-g + 1, (3.38) /(U3/) = (2m< -l)dx-aidi-g+l.
Our assumptions on m also guarantee that all of these vector spaces have dimensions > 1. Moreover, X(il2¡), X(ÍX-u), and 3t(Ui ,-_,■) are all subspaces of X(ilXi) of lower dimension. We have to consider separately the case of the infinite constant field and the case of the finite constant field. If the constant field is finite, it is, by assumption, of the size k < e < oo . Then
Since the difference in the sizes of spaces is an integer, we can conclude it is at least 1. So
If the field of constants is infinite, (3.44) follows from the fact that we are taking out finitely many lower-dimensional subspaces. Let Vj £ X¡, then w has poles only at px and ordPl v¡ > -2m¡, v¡ has a zero of order at least a¡ at //,, and v¡ is integral at all the valuations not in V. On the other hand, v¡ is not in X(íi2¡), which means that ordP/ v¡ -a¡. Also, since v¡ is not in X(U.Xij) for any j / i, ordPj.v¡ = 0 for all such j's. Moreover, since v¡ is not in Ít(íl3,-), ordPl v¡ = -2mi. Now let w = v2 ■ ■ ■ vk . Then ordPi. w -a¡ for i -2, ... , k , ord9 wx > 0 for q £ V, and ordPl t(j = 2m + 2m + 2m+I + • • • + 2m+fc-2 = 2W + 2W(2¿-' -1) = 2m+k~x.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore, w will satisfy all the requirements. Lemma 3.7. Assume the field of constants of K is of size e > n + 1. Then Ok, s contains wx and w2 such that sx = wx + 1 and s2 = w2 + 1 satisfy "pth-power conditions" with respect to px and p2 respectively, w2sx has a positive order at px, and wx and w2 are not units of Ok,s ■ Proof. Let q $ S and define T = Sll{q}. In the future, we will refer to q as pn+x . Apply the previous lemma to V = T and a¡• = 1 for i = 2, ... , n+ I. The resulting element is going to be wx . Next apply Lemma 3.6 to V = T again, except let p2 play the role of qx and let px play the role of q2 . Also let a2 = -ordPl wx + 1, a,• = 1, for i = 3, ... , zz + 1.
Lemma 3.8. Let K and S be defined as before and let the constant field of K be of size e <n+\ -\S\ + \. Then there exists a separable extension of K, L with a set of valuations V containing all the valuations of L extending valuations in S, with the property that the size of the field of constants of L is greater than \V\ + \.
Proof. Consider an extension of the constant field of K of degree m . As an extension of a finite field it will be separable. Our new constant field will be of size em. On the other hand, every valuation of S could have split into at most m new valuations. So in the extended field we can have at most mn valuations extending valuations of S. Hence, let zrz be any positive integer such that em > mn + 1, let a be algebraic over the field of constants of K of degree at least m , and let L = K(a) ; then such an L will satisfy the requirements of the lemma. Lemma 3.9. Let L-K be a finite separable extension of algebraic function fields. Let S be a finite set of valuations of K, and V the set of all the valuations of L extending valuations of S. Let {tox, ... , tom} be a basis of L over K with to¡ £ Ol,v ■ Then 3c £ Ok,s, such that Vx £ Ol,v , ex = ]£<=Lifli0,¿» a¿ £ 0K,sProof. By Lemma 1 [3, p. 54 ] the statement of Lemma 3.10 is true for the case of S containing just one valuation. Now let x £ Ol,v and assume x has poles at valuations of V other than the ones extending px. By Lemma 3.6 one can find an element w £ L with a pole only at a valuation extending px and with zeros of any prescribed order at all the valuations of V not extending px . In particular, we can assume that the order of those zeros is greater then the order of the poles of x at valuations of V not extending px .
Consider now NLjK(w)x. This element will have poles only at the valuations extending px . Therefore, we can apply the above mentioned lemma of [3] , to conclude that 3C £ 0K,s such that CNL/K(w)x = Y!¡=\ aiO)i, with a¡ £ 0K,s ■ Since, w belonged to the integral closure of Ok,s in L, NLjK(w) £0K,s and, therefore, we can let c = CNL/k(w) to complete the proof of the lemma. Theorem 3.1. Let K be any algebraic function field of one variable over a field of constants of characteristic p > 2, S a finite set of its valuations. Then Hubert's Tenth Problem has no solution in Ok,s • Proof. If S contains just one valuation assume sx is any nonconstant element of Ok,s, and in the case of more than one valuation in S assume initially that the field of constants of K contains at least zz + 2 distinct elements where « is the number of valuations in S. In that case let px, ... ,pn be all of the valuations of S and let pn+x as before, be a valuation not in S. Then by Lemma 3.7, Ok,s contains elements wx and w2 such that ordP/ wj = 1, for i ^ j, i = 1, ... , n + 1, j = 1, 2ordPy Wj = -2a>, and ordPl wxw2 > 0. Let 5i = wx + 1 and consider the following divisibility condition over the rational integers.
We claim that (3.45) has solutions mx, ... ,mk in Z if and only if On the other hand, consider
We claim that (3.51) has solutions (mx, ... , mk) in Z if and only if the following system of equations has solutions in Ok,s-
Xi^\mod(wx).
Indeed, by the above-mentioned Lemmas 2.3, 2.8, and 2.10, this system of equations (3.52)-(3.57) has solutions in 0K,s if and only if 3mx, ... , mk £ Z such that X¡ = xm,(sx), U = x^a.m., G = x^é.m., and X)*/"1/ = ±PJ y2a¡m¡, that is (3.51) has solutions in Z.
On the other hand, we know that by Lemmas 2.12 and 3.5 respectively, we can substitute equations (2.26) and (2.27) for (3.55) in case S has just one valuation and we can substitute equations (3.14)-(3.27) for (3.55) if we have more than one valuation in S. So (3.51) has solutions in Z if and only if a certain finite system of polynomial equations has solutions in K. Hence, we have constructed a model of (Z, \p, |, +) which is Diophantine over Ok,sTherefore, by Theorem 1.1, Hubert's Tenth Problem has no solution in that ring. Now we will treat the case of K whose field of constants has fewer than zz + 2 elements. By Lemma 3.8 there exists a finite separable extension E of K such that the size of constant field of E is greater than 1 + \V\, where V is the set of all the valuations lying above S in E. Therefore, we can apply the first part of the theorem to E to produce a polynomial equation (4.7) and (4.8) can be shown directly by multiplication. We can derive (4.9) in the same way as for the Pell equation in the case of characteristic p > 2.
Next we establish (4.10) and (4.11) by induction. We have (xm2n(a) -a(a)ym2n(a)) = (xm2n-i(a) -a(a)ym2n-x(a))2 = x2m2"-x(a) + a(a)2y2m2".x(a) = x2m2"-x(a) + (-1 -aa(a))y2m2"-x(a), and hence, ym2-(a) = ay2m2"_x(a) = a(a2"~'/a)2(ym(a))2" = (a2"/a)(ym(a))2".
Since yx (a) = 1, the case for zrz = 1 follows. Next we will prove (4.12). Since y_m = ym , without loss of generality we can assume that m > 0. Suppose m = q2" , where (q, 2) -1. Then ym(a(a+l))=yq2"(a(a+l)) = ((a(a+l)f/a(a+l))(yq(a(a+l)))2n, and (4.14)
(a + \)ym(a(a + 1)) = (a2" (a + \f/a)(yq(a(a + l))2".
On the other hand, ay2m(a) + ym(a) = a(a2"/a)2(yq(a))r+l + (a2"/a)yq(a)2"
= (a2^/a)(yq(a)r'+(a2n/a)yq(af, and consequently, (4.16) a2"(a+ l)2"(yq(a(a+ I)))2" = a2"+,(y9(fl)r' + a2" (yq(af ).
Raising both sides of the equality to the power 1/2" , we get (4.17) a(a + \)yq(a(a + 1)) = a2yq(a)2 + ayq(a).
Canceling a from both sides, we obtain (4.18) (a + \)yq(a(a + 1)) = ayq(a)2 +yq(a).
By (4.6), yq(a) and yq(a(a+ 1)) are polynomials of degree q -1 over Z2 in a and a(a + 1) respectively. Therefore, In order for (4.19) to hold, by Lemma 2.9, the coefficients corresponding to every power of a must be equal on both sides. Let us compare the coefficients corresponding to a2*-2. The coefficient from the left-hand side is Aq_xq and the coefficient from the right-hand side is Í 0 if2q-2>q-l, \ Aq_x if2q-2 = q-l, It is easy to see that the right sides of (4.21) and (4.22) are indeed equal.
Lemma 4.2. Let a be such that ordp a ^ 0 for all p £ S. Then
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of the analogous result for the Pell equation solutions in the case p > 2.
Next we determine a set a conditions under which, as in the case of Pell equation, (xm(a), ym(a)) are the only solutions to (4.2). If S has more than one valuation let px, ... ,p" be all the valuations in S, p"+x a valuation of K not in S, and assume ordPl a --2k , ordP/ a is odd and positive, i = 2, ... , n+ I, ord? a > 0 for any q $ Su {p"+x} . Then, again, (xm(a), ym(a)) are the only solutions to (4.2). Proof. In the case where S contains just one valuation, the proof of the lemma is similar to the proof of the analogous lemma concerning the Pell equation in the fields of characteristic greater than 2. So assume S has more than one valuation, let p be any valuation of K, and let ß lie above p in K(a). We will show that ord^j a = 0, unless p = px . Suppose ord^ a > 0. Then from (4.1), ordyj aa = 0 and, therefore, ord^ a < 0. Since a has a pole at only one valuation px, ß must be above px . On the other hand, suppose ord^ a < 0, then (4.1) implies that 2ord;gQ = ordy?a + ord^a. That is, ord^ß < 0 and ß must lie above px again. This argument also shows that px splits into two distinct valuations ßxx and ßx2 in K(a), ord^n a = -ordyj12 a = ordPl a, with ßx i being a pole of a.
Next we will show that p2, ... ,pn will totally ramify in K(a). Indeed, from (4.1), (a + l)2 = aa. Therefore, if /?, lies above //,, we have 2ordÄ(a + 1) = ord^ a = k ordPl a, where k is the highest power of /?, dividing //,. The above equality implies zc is even, and hence, must be 2. Now let (x, y) be solutions to (4.1). Then x + ay is a unit of norm 1, and therefore, as in the case of the Pell equation, all of its poles and zeros must come from ßxx and ßx2, and, moreover, ord^n(x -ay) = -ord^12(x -ay). Therefore, by mapping all such units to their orders at ßxx we can establish an isomorphism between the group of solutions to (4.2) and a subgroup of rational integers under addition which will enable us to conclude that the group of solutions to (4.2) is cyclic.
Lastly, we show that a is the generator of the solution group. As we have established before, | ord^H a| = | ordPl a\ = 2k . Therefore, if a is not a generator, (x -ay)2 = a, for some x, y £ 0K,s solutions to (4.2). Then, however, x2 -a2y2 -x2 + (aa + l)y2 = x2 + y2 + aay2 = a and x2 = y2 = a~x . This is impossible, because a has a zero at at least one valuation not in S, and therefore is not invertible in Ok,s ■ As in the case of characteristic greater than 2, if S contains just one valuation we can relax conditions on a and still show that (xm(a), ym(a)) are the only solutions to (4.2).
Lemma 4.4. Assume S contains only one valuation p and a is any nonconstant element of Ok,s ', then (xm(a), ym(a)), m £ Z, are the only solutions to (4.2). Proof. First of all we show that a £ K. If it did, a would be a nonconstant unit of Ok,s > which has only constant units. Now let e = x+ya, x, y £ Ok,s , be a solution to (4.2). Then e must be a unit of the integral closure of Ok,s in K(a) and, therefore, must be a unit at any valuation not lying above p. On the other hand, NK(a)/K(e) = 1, so p must split into ßx and ß2 with ordyj, e = ordp-2 e . As in the previous lemma, we will use the map e -> ord^, e to establish the fact that the group of solutions to (4.2) is cyclic. Next we want to establish that a is the generator. Suppose (x + ay)n = a, with x, y £ 0K,s ■ Then it is easy to see from the formula equivalent to (4.9) that y | 1, and therefore y is a constant. From (4.2), we then get that either x is a nonzero constant or y = 1 and x = 0. If we assume the first alternative then a is a constant also, which would contradict our assumptions on a. Therefore, y -v, x = 0, zz=l, i.e., a generates all the solutions. Proof. We will assume initially that (4.23)-(4.25) hold, and we will show that
We have succeeded in making condition (4.26) Diophantine for a certain class of a's. From this point on we can proceed as in the case of characteristic greater than 2 to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let K be an algebraic function field in one variable of characteristic 2, S a finite set of its valuations. Then Hubert's Tenth Problem has no solution in 0K,s-5. Hilbert's Tenth problem in some extensions of infinite degree First of all, we want to describe the infinite extensions we will consider. Let K be a field of algebraic functions of infinite degree and positive characteristic and let F be any finite degree subfield of K whose set of valuations contains a valuation p with the following property. Every finite degree subfield of K containing F will have only one valuation above p . Given such a finite degree field M containing F , define a set of valuations S(M) = {p(M)} , where p(M) is the unique valuation of M lying above p . Under these conditions we will let Ok,p -U 0M,s(My > where the union is taken over all finite degree fields M containing F . For the above-described field K, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Hilbert's Tenth Problem has no solution in Ok,p ■ Proof. To begin with, we will consider the Pell equation for the characteristic greater than 2 and equation (4.2) for characteristic 2, over Om,s(M)' where we assume that a £ F. We can note that since S contains only one valuation, solutions to the Pell equation or equation (4.2) will be generated by a-(a2-1)1/2 and q , respectively, by Lemmas 2.10 and 4.3. Consider now the Pell equation and equation (4.2) over Ok,p . Let (x, y) be a pair of solutions. Let M = F(x, y). Then, by the argument above, x-(a2-l)x/2y = (a-(a2-l)1/2)" , for characteristic greater than 2, and x + ay -a" for characteristic 2, and some integer n . Therefore, we can assert that a -(a2 -1)1/2 and a will generate the solutions for the Pell equation and equation (4.2), respectively, over Ok,p ■ From this point on, one can proceed as in the cases of extensions of finite degree when S contained just one valuation.
